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A simple, e�etive way to model images is to rep-resent eah input pattern by a linear ombination of\omponent" vetors, where the amplitudes of the ve-tors are modulated to math the input. This approahinludes prinipal omponent analysis, independentomponent analysis and fator analysis. In pratie,images are subjeted to randomly seleted transfor-mations of a known nature, suh as translation, rota-tion and sale. Diret appliation of the above meth-ods will lead to severely blurred omponents and evento omponents that only aount for the transforma-tions and ignore the more interesting and useful stru-ture. We propose a method alled transformed om-ponent analysis, whih inorporates a disrete, hiddenvariable that aounts for transformations and usesa linear-time expetation maximization algorithm tojointly extrat omponents and normalize for transfor-mations. We illustrate the algorithm using a shadingproblem, faial expression modeling and handwrittendigit reognition.1 IntrodutionMany popular ways of modeling images use a lin-ear ombination of vetors to represent eah input.Prinipal omponents analysis (PCA, a.k.a. \eigen-whatever") is a way of representing a lass of imagesusing a small set of omponent vetors in the vetorspae of image pixel intensities [1℄. An image an bedesribed by a linear ombination of these omponentsplus some distortion. The �rst prinipal omponent isthe diretion in whih the projeted training data hasgreatest variane, the seond prinipal omponent isthe diretion of greatest variane after the �rst om-ponent is subtrated o�, and so on.A di�erent tehnique that is gaining in popularityis independent omponent analysis (ICA), whih triesto �nd omponents suh that when the training data isprojeted on these omponents, the omponent ativ-ities are independent (not just unorrelated) [2℄. This

method has been used for blind separation and blinddeonvolution.These methods are \feedforward" in the sense thatthey are trained to map an input image to a hidden(unobserved) representation. In ontrast, generativemodels are trained to generate patterns that look sim-ilar to the training data. The model spei�es a distri-bution over some hidden variables and a onditionaldistribution over the input image given the values ofthe hidden variables. The representation for an inputis the posterior distribution over the hidden variables.Fator analysis (FA) [3℄ is a generative model that issimilar in spirit to PCA. The distribution over a smallset of real-valued hidden variables is a zero-mean unit-ovariane Gaussian and the distribution over the in-puts given the hidden variables is also Gaussian, witha diagonal ovariane matrix and a mean given by alinear ombination (matrix of omponents) of the hid-den variables. A fator analyzer an be �t to trainingdata using the EM algorithm [4℄.The above methods are useful in some appliations.However, real data is often subjeted to randomlyseleted transformations of a known nature, suh astranslation, rotation and sale in images. In theseases, diret appliation of the above methods willlead to severely blurred omponents and even to om-ponents that only aount for the transformations andignore the more interesting and useful struture.In this paper, we propose a method alled trans-formed omponent analysis, whih inorporates a dis-rete, hidden variable that aounts for transforma-tions and uses a linear-time expetation maximizationalgorithm to jointly extrat omponents and normal-ize for transformations. After illustrating the algo-rithm using a toy problem and faial expression mod-eling, we give results on lassifying images of hand-written digits and ompare the omponents found bytransformed omponent analysis with the omponentsfound by PCA and FA.



2 The Transformed ComponentAnalyzer (TCA)A transformed omponent analyzer (TCA) is aprobability model that spei�es how the linear ombi-nation of a set of omponent vetors is transformed indi�erent ways to model input patterns. The ompo-nent ativities (amplitudes) y, whih form a subspaerepresentation of an image, are assumed to be inde-pendent and Gaussian:p(y) = N (y;0; I); (1)where I is the identity ovariane matrix. A latentimage z is produed by ombining these omponentslinearly using a \fator loading matrix" �, o�settingthe resulting image by an image mean � and thenadding independent Gaussian noise to eah pixel:p(zjy) = N (z;� +�y;�); (2)where � is a diagonal ovariane matrix.We assume the image produed by the subspaemodel is further transformed to obtain the observedimage. Although real-valued transformations (e.g.,rotation) are ommon, real-valued latent variables in-trodue ompliated integrals (instead of summations)into the EM learning algorithm. So, we will assumethere is a �xed set of possible transformations and thatthis set is spei�ed beforehand. Also, the algorithm issimpli�ed by assuming that the vetor of pixel valuesfor the transformed image is obtained by multiplyingthe vetor of pixel values for the latent image by asparse matrix. This permits a broad lass of transfor-mations, inluding translation, sale, in-plane rotationand out-of-plane rotation.Let ` 2 f1; : : : ; Lg index the set of L transforma-tions represented by matries �1; : : : ;�L. The prob-ability density of the vetor of pixel values x for theimage orresponding to transformation ` and latentimage z is p(xj`; z) = N (x;�`z;	); (3)where 	 is a diagonal ovariane matrix that spei�esthe noise on the observed pixels.The varianes� of the pixels in the latent image arequite di�erent from the varianes	 of the pixels in theobserved image. The noise modeled by � oheres tothe latent image during transformations. In ontrast,	 models noise in the observed pixels and this noisedoes not depend on the transformation.The translation, sale, rotation, et. orrespondingto eah ` are seleted ahead of time so that the set oftransformations e�etively overs the range of possible

transformations in the data and at the same time issmall enough to keep the learning time reasonable.Transformation ` has a prior probability P (`) = p`,whih may be �xed to be uniform or learned from thetraining data.The joint distribution over the observed image, thetransformation index, the latent image and the sub-spae representation isp(x; `; z;y) = p(y)P (`)p(zjy)p(xj`; z)= p`N (y;0; I)N (z;� +�y;�)N (x;�`z;	): (4)In this generative model, the subspae representation,transformation index and latent image are unobservedvariables. Generating an image from a TCA onsistsof drawing a subspae representation from p(y), draw-ing a latent image from p(zjy), drawing a transforma-tion index from P (`) and then drawing an image fromp(xj`; z).The number of parameters in a TCA is roughlyequal to the number of parameters in a standard fa-tor analyzer and the number of \parameters" used inPCA. In Se. 3, we show how the ML estimate of thismodel an be obtained using the EM algorithm.2.1 Inferring the likelihood for an imageand the responsibilities of thetransformationsFor a given image and set of model parameters, it isuseful to know how appropriate eah transformationis for mathing the image to the transformed ompo-nents (the \responsibility" of the transformation) andoverall how well the omponents math the image (thelikelihood).The responsibilities are the posterior probabilitiesof the transformation indies,P (`jx) = p(x; `)=p(x); (5)where p(x) is the likelihood:p(x) = LX̀=1 p(x; `): (6)Both the responsibilities and the likelihood an be eas-ily omputed from the joint distribution over the im-age and transformation index, p(x; `).To obtain p(x; `), it turns out that the omponentativities y and the latent image z an be integratedout in losed form, givingp(x; `) = Zz Zy dzdyp(x; `; z;y)= p`N (x;�`�;�`(��0 +�)�0̀ +	); (7)



where \ 0 " indiates transpose. Eah transformation` has a orresponding mean image �`� and ovarianematrix �`(��0 +�)�0̀ +	.For an N -pixel image, K omponents and L trans-formations, it turns out the responsibilities and thelikelihood for an image an be omputed in O(LKN)time, if we assume j�`(��0+�)�0̀ +	j � j�`(��0+�)�0̀ j. This orresponds to assuming the image noiseis signi�antly lesser than the variability introduedby the transformed omponents (i.e., the image stru-ture).2.2 Inferring the subspae representationFor a given image x, the posterior distribution overthe omponent ativities is given byp(yjx) = LX̀=1 p(yjx; `)P (`jx); (8)where P (`jx) is the responsibility of transformation `from above. Given `, the TCA is a multinomial Gaus-sian model, so p(yjx; `) is Gaussian and the above pos-terior is a mixture of Gaussians, where eah Gaussianorresponds to a di�erent transformation.In some situations, the posterior distribution over ymay be highly multimodal, sine signi�antly di�erenttransformations may be appropriate. For example, ifthe subspae represents the 3-D position of a pointlight soure for an objet that looks the same whenan in-plane rotation of 180Æ is applied, then there willbe two quite di�erent possible light soure positionsorresponding to two transformations that di�er by a180Æ in-plane rotation.In ontrast with the single point representationobtained from PCA and ICA, TCA gives a set ofweighted points. The weight for point ` is P (`jx) andthe orresponding estimate isE[yjx; `℄=�`�0��1[
`�0̀	�1x�(I�
`��1)�℄; (9)where
` = COV(zjx;y; `) = (��1 + �0̀	�1�`)�1;�` = (I+�0��1���0��1
`��1�)�1: (10)To ompare the subspae representations of two im-ages, the two orresponding sets of weighted pointsan be ompared. Alternatively, the MAP point (thepoint with the highest weight) an be seleted for eahimage and a Eulidean distortion an be measured.

3 Transformed Component Analysisusing the EM AlgorithmIn this setion, we desribe an iterative expetationmaximization (EM) algorithm for estimating the max-imum likelihood parameters of a transformed ompo-nent analyzer. We refer to this proedure as trans-formed omponent analysis (TCA). The EM algorithmonsists of an E-step, in whih statistis that are suÆ-ient for estimating the model parameters are aumu-lated and an M-step, in whih the model parametersare updated using the suÆient statistis. Eah itera-tion inreases the likelihood of the training data.Notation: diag(A) is the vetor ontaining the di-agonal elements of matrix A; diag(a) is the diagonalmatrix whose diagonal equals the vetor a; aÆb is theelement-wise produt of vetors a and b.3.1 Expetation stepThe suÆient statistis for the M-Step are om-puted in the E-Step during a single pass through thetraining set. Before making this pass, the followingmatries are omputed:
` = COV(zjx;y; `) = (��1 + �0̀	�1�`)�1;�` = (I+�0��1���0��1
`��1�)�1: (11)For eah ase during the pass through thetraining set, P (`jxt), E[yjxt; `℄ and E[yjxt℄ =P` P (`jxt)E[yjxt; `℄ are �rst omputed as desribedin Se. 2.1.For eah `, we then omputeE[zjxt; `℄ = �+
`�0̀	�1(xt � �`�)+
`��1��`�0��1
`�0̀	�1(xt � �`�) (12)and obtain the following expetation:E[z��yjxt℄= LX̀=1 P (`jxt)(E[zjxt; `℄��E[yjxt; `℄): (13)Two other expetations,E[(z��)Æ(z��)jxt; `℄= (E[zjxt; `℄��)Æ(E[zjxt; `℄��)+ diag(
`) + diag(
`��1��`�0��1
`); (14)andE[(z��)y0jxt; `℄= (E[zjxt; `℄� �)E[yjxt; `℄0 +
`��1��`; (15)



are used to ompute the expetation,E[(z����y)Æ(z����y)jxt℄ = LX̀=1 P (`jxt)� �E[(z��)Æ(z��)jxt; `℄ + diag(��`�0)� 2diag(�E[(z��)y0jxt; `℄0)+ (�E[yjxt; `℄)Æ(�E[yjxt; `℄)	: (16)The following expetations are also omputed:E[(xt��`z)Æ(xt��`z)jxt℄ = LX̀=1 P (`jxt)� �(xt��`E[zjxt; `℄)Æ(xt��`E[zjxt; `℄)+ diag(�`
`�0̀ )+ diag(�`
`��1��`�0��1
`�0̀ )	; (17)E[(z��)y0jxt℄ = LX̀=1 P (`jxt)E[(z��)y0jxt; `℄; (18)E[yy0jxt℄= LX̀=1 P (`jxt)(�`+E[yjxt; `℄E[yjxt; `℄0): (19)3.2 Maximization stepWe use h�i = 1T PTt=1(�) to indiate a statisti om-puted by averaging the above expetations over thetraining set and \~" to denote the updated parame-ters: ~� = hE[z��yjxt℄i; (20)~�=diag�hE[(z����y)Æ(z����y)jxt℄i�; (21)~	 = diag�hE[(xt��`z)Æ(xt��`z)jxt℄i�; (22)~� = hE[(z� �)y0jxt℄ihE[yy0jxt℄i�1; (23)~pl = hP (`= ljxt)i: (24)In order to avoid over�tting the noise varianes, it issometimes useful to set the diagonal elements of �and 	 that are below some � equal to �.4 Learning shape and lightingrepresentations from noisyunaligned images of an objetFig. 1 shows a training set of 144 9�9 noisy imagesof a uniformly olored pyramid (gray) at randomly se-leted positions and illuminated by parallel light rayswith randomly seleted angle and intensity. A lut-tered bakground was simulated by randomly selet-ing pixel values from a uniform distribution.The �rst 8 prinipal omponents of the trainingdata, saled by the standard deviation of the projeteddata, are shown in Fig. 2a. It appears the omponentsimplement a multiresolution approximation to modelshifts of the objet.

Figure 1: Noisy images of a pyramid at di�erent loa-tions and under di�erent lighting onditions.We trained a TCA with 3 omponents and 81 trans-formations implementing 9 horizontal and 9 vertialshifts using 10 iterations of the EM algorithm. To ini-tialize the parameters, the mean and variane of eahpixel was �rst omputed from the training data. Theparameters were then initialized to random values, us-ing the mean and variane as a 1st order guide. Thetransformation probabilities p` were set equal.Fig. 2b shows the mean latent image �, the 3olumns of � (shown as 3 images), the latent imagenoise � (shown as an image where the pixel inten-sity is equal to 4 times the standard deviation) andthe observed image noise 	. The mean learly showsthat the outline of the objet has been determined andthat the uniform oloring has been determined (exeptat the point of the pyramid). Linear ombinations ofthe 3 omponents produe di�erent lighting onditions(see the following paragraph) whih implies that the3-element rows of � are proportional to the objetsurfae normals, up to some rotation in 3-dimensionalspae. The variane map for the latent image showsthat the model predits low variane for pixels belong-ing to the objet, but high variane for other pixels(the bakground lutter). Finally, the variane mapfor the observed image aounts for the small amountof noise that is present in the images.The TCA an be simulated in a noise-freetransformation-free fashion, by drawing a subspaerepresentation from p(y), omputing z = �+�y andthen omputing x = �1z. Fig. 2 shows 144 examplessimulated in this way. These \fantasies" show that theTCA an simulate the di�erent lighting onditions.



(a)(b)

()Figure 2: (a) The �rst 8 saled prinipal omponents.A pixel olored gray { halfway between blak andwhite { orresponds to a omponent value of 0. (b)The mean, omponents, and noise deviation of a TCAwith 3 omponents, after 10 iterations of EM. Pixelsfor the mean and the noise deviations are olored usingthe same sale as the training images. () Examplessimulated from the TCA, without noise and withouttransformations.5 Learning a subspae representationof faial expressions fromimperfetly aligned imagesFig. 3 shows a training set of 100 16� 24 images ofautomatially aligned faes with di�erent expressions.The auray of the fae detetion algorithm used toalign the images is +/-2 pixels in eah diretion.Fig. 4a shows the mean of the training data and the�rst 10 prinipal omponents, saled by the standarddeviation of the projeted data. The �rst 5 ompo-nents obviously aount for vertial, horizontal anddiagonal shifts in the data and the remaining ompo-nents are very blurred.To see how well the PCA subspae represents thedata, we an draw a subspae point from an axis-aligned Gaussian with varianes determined from theprojeted training data, and then use the prinipalomponents to map the point to image spae. 100 ex-amples simulated in this manner are shown in Fig. 4b.Although the \faes" do appear to be shifted around

Figure 3: Imperfetly aligned images of faes with dif-ferent expressions.(a)

(b)Figure 4: (a) The mean and �rst 10 saled prinipalomponents. The mean is olored using the same saleas the training images, whereas the omponents areolored using intermediate gray to represent 0. (b)Examples simulated using the PCA subspae.the �eld of vision, they are also severely blurred.Fig. 5a and b show the parameters and simulatedexamples (without adding the sensor noise) for a FAmodel (a TCA with only the identity transformation)trained using 70 iterations of EM. The parameterswere initialized using the mean and variane of eah



(a)

(b)Figure 5: (a) The mean, 10 omponents and noisedeviations found by FA (TCA with only the identitytransformation). Pixels for the mean and noise devia-tions are olored using the same sale as the trainingimages. (b) Examples simulated using the fator ana-lyzer.pixel in the training data. The sum of the two imageson the far right of Fig. 5a show the variane map forFA. In ontrast to PCA, di�erent omponents repre-sent similar amounts of energy (variane). This is be-ause FA does not �nd a preferred set of basis vetors(fators) for the subspae. In fat, FA is not identi�-able in this regard.We trained a TCA with 10 omponents and 25transformations implementing 5 horizontal and 5 ver-tial shifts using 70 iterations of the EM algorithm.The parameters were initialized using the mean andvariane of eah pixel in the training data. The trans-formation probabilities p` were set equal.Fig. 6a shows the mean, omponents and varianesmaps. Unlike PCA and FA, TCA extrats lear om-ponents. The �rst omponent appears to expose someteeth, the seond omponent appears to raise the eye-brows, raise the upper lip and expose a \tongue", andso on. The omponents found by TCA are unique upto a unitary transformation, so eah omponent ofteninludes more than one feature. A further proessingstep an be applied to �nd a unitary transformationthat produes omponents with spatially loalized en-ergy.Fig. 6b shows 100 examples of images simulated us-

(a)

(b)Figure 6: (a) The mean, 10 omponents and noisedeviations found by TCA. Pixels for the mean andnoise deviations are olored using the same sale asthe training images. (b) Examples simulated usingthe TCA.ing the TCA, without the latent image and observedimage noise and without randomly seleted transfor-mations. The images are muh learer than those sim-ulated using the PCA subspae and the fator ana-lyzer. The expressions in the training set are repro-dued and the model also generates novel realisti ex-pressions that are not present in the training set, suhas the one in the 5th olumn of the 1st row.6 Using shear transformations toimprove handwritten digitreognitionFig. 7 shows 230 images of handwritten digits takenfrom envelopes mailed by people in Bu�alo [5℄. A widevariety of handwriting styles are evident. The originalimages were aÆnely transformed to �t snugly in an8 � 8 gray level image. Although this preproessinghelps to normalize for uniform saling in the horizontaland vertial diretions, it does not normalize for loalsaling (e.g., some 8s have smaller loops than others)or for shearing (e.g., the vertial stroke of the 7 is atdi�erent angles).For eah lass of digit, we trained a 10 omponentfator analyzer on 200 images using 30 iterations ofEM. The parameters of eah fator analyzer were ini-tialized using the mean and variane of eah pixel in



Figure 7: Example images from the training set ofhandwritten digits show a wide variety in writing style.(a) (b)
Figure 8: The means and omponents learned by (a)FA and (b) TCA applied to 200 images of eah hand-written digit. Pixels for the means are olored us-ing the same sale as the training images; pixels forthe omponents are olored using intermediate gray torepresent 0.the respetive lass. Fig. 8a shows the means and om-ponents found by FA and Fig. 9 shows images simu-lated from the trained models, without adding noise.Some omponents aount for interesting variabil-ity in writing style, but many learly aount for sim-ple spatial transformations. For example, most of theomponents for 7 simply negate the vertial stroke inthe image mean and produe a new vertial stroke ata di�erent angle.Shearing is a simple spatial transformation tomodel using a sparse matrix. Using 30 iterations ofEM, we trained one TCA on eah lass of 200 dig-its using 29 transformations that inluded horizontalshearing plus horizontal translations. The �rst olumnof images in Fig. 11 shows how the 29 transformationsmodify a ontrived pattern. Some transformations arequite severe and erase a large number of pixels, so inthis experiment the transformation probabilities, p`,were learned. The parameters were initialized usingthe mean and variane of eah pixel in the training

Figure 9: Images simulated from the FA models.
Figure 10: Images simulated from the TCA models.set.Fig. 8b shows the means and omponents found byTCA. The 2nd omponent for 7 models the aent onthe nose of the 7; the 3rd omponent for 7 rounds outthe angle in the upper right. These features are notlearly represented in the omponents found by FA.Fig. 10 shows digits simulated from the TCA models,without adding noise onto the latent image and theobserved image. These images show a greater varia-tion in style and fewer inappropriate artifats than theimages simulated from the FA model.The 10 olumns of images on the right in Fig. 11show the means and orresponding sheared imagesfrom the TCA model. Those transformed imageswhose average expeted responsibilities are less than0.0001 in the training set are faded (shown with lowontrast). A wide variation in writing style is ap-tured by the transformations. For example, whereasFA uses omponents to model the di�erent angles ofvertial strokes in images of the digit 7, TCA modelsthe di�erent angles using the transformations. This al-lows TCA to use its omponents to model more subtlevariations in writing style, suh as the aent on thenose of the 7, desribed above.6.1 Improvement in reognition rateWe performed FA (20 omponents) and TCA (20omponents) on 200 training ases from eah lass ofhandwritten digit using 50 iterations of EM. The noise



Figure 11: The mean image learned by TCA for eahlass of digit, along with the orresponding shearedimages. The �rst olumn of images uses a ontrivedpattern to illustrate the 29 shear and translation trans-formations that were used by TCA. For eah lass ofdigit, the mean learned by TCA is shown followed bythe 29 transformed versions of the mean. Those ver-sions whose average expeted responsibilities are lessthan 0.0001 in the training set are faded.varianes were not allowed to drop below 10�2 to pre-vent over�tting a pixel that happens to always be o�in the training data. Bayes rule was then used to las-sify 1000 test patterns. The results are summarizedin Table 1 and ompared with a standard feedforwardmethod, k-nearest neighbors, where k was hosen us-ing leave-one-out ross validation. TCA has a lowererror rate than the other two methods.The probability of eah transformation p` in TCAwas learned and we believe there was some over�t-ting. For example, some of the sheared image meansin Fig. 11a that are faded (have average responsibil-ities less than 0.0001) are good generalizations. Weare urrently running experiments that regularize p`and we are also running experiments to �nd the per-formane of support vetor mahines on this data.

Table 1: Handwritten digit reognition rates, for atraining set of 2000 8�8 images and a test set of 1000images.Method Error ratek-nearest neighbors 7.6%Fator analysis 3.2%Transformed omponent analysis 2.7%7 SummaryWe introdued a tehnique alled \transformedomponent analysis" (TCA), that an jointly learnomponents from data and normalize for transforma-tions. We explored transformations for translationand shearing, but the method an be applied to othertransformations, suh as rotation, sale and warping.When applied to noisy images of a uniformly oloredpyramid at randomly seleted positions and illumi-nated by parallel light rays with randomly seletedangle and intensity, TCA is able to extrat represen-tations of shape and lighting, despite a signi�ant levelof bakground lutter. TCA also found a lear repre-sentation of faial expression from imperfetly alignedimages, whereas PCA and fator analysis (FA) foundseverely blurred omponents. By inluding shearingtransformations in the TCA model, we showed thathandwritten digit reognition performane was im-proved over FA and that the images simulated fromthe TCA model ontained greater variation in styleand fewer inappropriate artifats than the images sim-ulated from FA.Referenes[1℄ I. T. Jolli�e, Prinipal Component Analysis,Springer-Verlag, New York NY., 1986.[2℄ A. J. Bell and T. J. Sejnowski, \An informationmaximization approah to blind separation andblind deonvolution," Neural Computation, vol.7, pp. 1129{1159, 1995.[3℄ B. S. Everitt, An Introdution to Latent VariableModels, Chapman and Hall, New York NY., 1984.[4℄ D. Rubin and D. Thayer, \EM algorithms for MLfator analysis," Psyhometrika, vol. 47, no. 1, pp.69{76, 1982.[5℄ J. J. Hull, \A database for handwritten text reog-nition researh," IEEE Transations on PatternAnalysis and Mahine Intelligene, vol. 16, no. 5,pp. 550{554, 1994.


